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Abstract In this paper a method for the propagation of a
single prototype annotation to a set of other images depic
ing analogous structures or objects is proposed. The corr
spondences between the images are established by a m
mum description length guided process. A single instan
of an object is annotated and the landmark positions on t
remaining images are determined automatically.

1 Introduction

The task of establishing correspondences over landmark
sitions in a set of images has been tackled in many fields
is necessary for the comparison of different images with r
spect to spatial deformations, for atlas generation in medic
applications, or for the building of statistical point distribu
tion models (PDMs).

Among the most frequently used models are statistic
shape models like active shape models (ASMs), or active a
pearance models (AAMs) [8] that capture shape and texture
variation of a specific structure or object. During applica
tion they utilize this a priori knowledge in order to provide
robust segmentation while allowing for repeatable identifi
cation of specific landmarks in the data. For PDMs groun
truth annotation in a set of training examples usually is pe
formed manually. The necessity of a large number of ma
ually annotated training examples required for a sufficie
representative power of the model poses a major drawba
for model based approaches. The manual annotation is ti
consuming, and results are often sub-optimal.

A number of approaches that aid the establishment
group-wise correspondences have been proposed in the c
text of model building. Given a set of continuous con
tour annotations in [9] landmarks are placed automatically
along these contours using the MDL principle. Thereb
artifacts introduced by landmark displacements along t
known contour are decreased. The approach proved wid
applicable and was further refined in [14], where the local
curvature is taken into account. This concept bridges t
gap between mere segmentation and the repeatable ide
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fication of landmarks in images. Further advancing in th
direction in [13] one-to-many non-rigid registration is used
to generate a statistical deformation model (SDM) of a dense
control point grid. A reference image is registered to a s
of examples of an anatomical structure. The registration
based on voxel values in a set of 3D volumes. In [2] the
task of model building or equivalently that of registration
was concisely formulated as an image coding problem, th
allowing for an MDL based approach of simultaneous te
ture and pixel grid deformation model building based on
given image set. In [15] and [7] group-wise as opposed to
one-to-many non-rigid registration was utilized by means
an MDL criterion to find dense correspondences in a set
images.

The method proposed in this paper registers a set of co
trol points in a set of images in a group-wise manner. The r
sulting deformation field is used for the propagation of land
marks defined on one reference image. It is closest rela
to the latter three approaches that view the problem of reg
tration or model building as a task of coding the informatio
in a set of images. In contrast to those approaches we
not code the entire image, but restrict the computation to
sparse representation given by a set of interest points a
local texture descriptors. This allows for reduction of com
putational complexity, and for taking advantage of the robu
behavior of local descriptors over mere image deformatio
Furthermore it affords to deal with complex image conten
where non-rigid registration of the entire image is not alway
possible as for example for video sequences, or anatomi
structures exhibiting high texture variation. In contrast t
pure pair-wise point matching [4] the method takes advan-
tage of the entire set of images. This allows for a formu
lation of a model based constraint that adapts to a possi
non-rigid object during optimization, instead of relying on
fixed geometry based constraints.

The paper is structured as follows: in Sec.2 first an
overview on the point descriptors, the shape model, and
cost function that guide the registration is given. The op
timization that establishes correspondences across the
1
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Figure 1: Scheme of the registration. 3 images with establishe
correspondences between control points. After corresponden
are established between control points (gray), landmarks (bla
can be propagated with the resulting deformation field.

age set (Sec.2.4), and the propagation of landmarks (Sec.3)
form the main part of the work. Experimental results are r
ported in Sec.4. In Sec.5 a concluding discussion is given.

2 Establishing correspondences

In the first step the method establishes correspondence
positions for a set of control points over a set of images. W
use two sources of information, that tell us about the contr
points behavior: their spatial relation and its variation ove
the set of images, and the variation in the local texture e
tracted from the control point positions in the images. In th
following these two sources will be described, and a co
function allowing for an optimization based approach wi
be introduced. Finally the procedure that brings point p
sitions on all images into correspondence by utilizing th
cost function will be explained.

Assume we are given a set ofn imagesIi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n
each depicting an instance of a structure or an object (e.g
set of hand radiographs) a set of interest points is extrac
and treated as control point candidates. Group-wise reg
tration is performed by minimizing the cost function tha
captures variation of shape and local point descriptor fe
turesfij of the set of landmarks. The output of the metho
is a set of landmarkslj with j = 1, 2, . . . ,m and their posi-
tionspij in all training imagesIi (Fig.1). This information
will be used for the propagation of a single annotation to th
remaining images in the set.

2.1 Local point descriptors

The image content is captured by means of local descripto
Any descriptor with reasonable specificity can be used. E
amples are geometric blur [5, 4], shape context [3], SIFT
features [11], or steerable filters [10]. A comprehensive
comparison of descriptors is given in [12]. For the exper-
iments the initial correspondences were established by
shape context[3]. It generates a histogram based represe
tation of the interest point distribution in the vicinity ofpij

and gave good results for initialization.
For the local texture description during the optimiza

tion steerable filters [10] were utilized due to their relia-
bility and low dimensionality. For a given positionpij in
the image they extract a feature vectorfij describing lo-
cal frequency and directional behavior of the texture. F
the steerable filters, jets comprising filters with a varianc
σ = 4, frequenciesθ ∈ {0.3, 0.6, 0.9} and directions
α ∈ {0, π/4, pi/2, 3π/4} (Fig.2) proved to give sufficiently
2
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Figure 2: Filters utilized for local texture description.

reliable descriptions. By utilizing complex modulus and a
gument of the12 filter responses the algorithm works with
feature vectorsfij ∈ R24.

2.2 Deformation model

In order to grasp the deformation between images i.e. t
displacements of a finite set of control points on the im
ages a statistical point distribution model is employed. Th
is the MDL criterion is applied on a standard PCA base
shape variation model as typically employed in active a
pearance models. Shapes are represented by a finite se
m landmarks. Each ofn shapes in the training set can the
be represented by a2m dimensional vectorxi generated by
concatenation of thex and y coordinates of the points in
2 dimensional data. In order to achieve a compact rep
sentation PCA is applied on the set{xi, i = 1, . . . , n} and
thereby creates a new coordinate system that represents e
of the vectors

xi = x̄ +
np∑

j=1

ajej . (1)

The modesej are the eigenvectors of the covariance matr
sorted according to decreasing eigenvalueλj . x̄ is the mean
shape andnp can be chosen to fulfill a given accuracy con
straint. The eigenvaluesλj correspond to the variance of the
data in the directionej .

2.3 An MDL based cost function

The cost function reflects the compactness of a model rep
senting shape and local texture variation at the positions
the landmarks in the set of images. The minimum descri
tion length principle states that maximizing the likelihood o
a modelM given certain dataD is equivalent to minimiz-
ing the cost of communicating the model itself and the da
encoded with help of the model i.e.

L(D,M) = L(M) + L(D|M). (2)

We formulate the minimization criterionL based on this
principle. By minimizing the criterion one can expect to
derive reasonable landmark correspondences over the se
images while the optimization ultimately leads to a compa
model representing their variation:

L = L(MT ) + L(DT |MT ) +RT (3)

+ γ(L(MS) + L(DS |MS) +RS)

whereMT is the texture model, capturing the variation
of the local texture descriptor response vectorsfij at all
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Figure 3: Correspondences between control points in two han
images.

landmarks. For a landmarklj , the feature vectorsfij with
i = 1, 2, . . . , n are modeled by a multivariate Gaussian
MS is the model of landmark shape variation. Assum
ing the current landmark positionspij in the example im-
ages, it is modeled according to Eq.1. L(DT |MT ) and
L(DS |MS) are the costs of the shape and texture data e
coded with help of the two models.RT andRS are the
residual errors, i.e. the data variation the model is not ab
to represent.γ is a scalar to balance shape and texture mod
costs. In Sec.4 a discussion of the influence ofγ on result
accuracy in the case of ambiguous texture is given.

If we model the data with a multivariate Gaussian th
modeling and encoding costs can be calculated per
mension in the eigenspace. For each dimensionj of the
eigenspace used to encode the data the transmission cos
the modelL(Mej

) are the quantized eigenvector, the var
ance of the data w.r.t.ej and a quantization parameter fo
the directionej . L(D|Mej

) is the cost of transmitting the
data i.e. the quantized coefficientsâi

j of the training set with
respect to the directionej .

The description length for the data encoded with annp

dimensional eigenspace is the sum of the transmission co
for the data encoded using the eigenvectors(ej)j=1,...,np

to-
gether with the cost of the residual error

np∑
j=1

(
L(Mej

) + L(D|Mej
)
)

+R. (4)

An extensive derivation of the description length calculatio
for Gaussian models is given in [9]. Eq.3 gives us the cost of
encoding the training set with our current model. By chan
ing landmark positions on single images and re-evaluati
the criterion function we can perform iterative optimizatio
w.r.t. Eq.3.

Since we do not encode the entire image the addition
constraint of fixed landmark positions in one example e
sures that the optimization does not result in trivial solu
tions like a collapse of all landmarks onto the same positio
However, during our experiments even with poor initializa
tion and no additional constraint the optimization reache
reasonable correspondences fairly quickly, and never co
verged at a global trivial solution during further refinemen
In contrast to that the local distribution of landmarks did ex
hibit convergence towards each other if no additional co
straint was posed.
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Figure 4: (a) Control point candidates and (b) control points cho
sen by initialization.

2.4 Registration procedure

The algorithm uses local texture descriptors of the co
trol points and properties of the evolving point distributio
model derived from the set of examples, in order to gene
ate landmark correspondences across the data set. Afte
initialization relying entirely on point to point matching the
group-wise registration performs optimization of the corre
spondences using a minimum description length criterion

Initialization Given a set of imagesIi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n a
set of interest points is chosen as control point candida
on all images. We utilize Canny edge detector respons
since they provide a sensible decrease of image points
process while retaining a density necessary for the optimiz
tion step. A subset of these points can be used for coa
initialization, additional candidates that allow more accura
positions can be added by means of a multi scale approa
described later. Fig.4(a) shows a set of control point can-
didates for a face. After initial pair wise establishment o
correspondences with the shape context descriptor takin
single imageI1 as reference and matching to the remainin
n−1 images only points for which correspondences in mo
than a minimum number of examples (5 in our experiment
could be found are taken into account. For these pointslj
with j = 1, 2, . . . ,m the best fit with respect to the shape
context descriptor is found in all other images. Fig.4(b)
shows the positions of the initial control points on one im
age.

Optimization After initialization Eq.3 is minimized in an
iterative manner similar to [7]. In each step

1. One exampleIk∗ is chosen randomly.

2. Shape and texture models are build from the remai
ing n − 1 examples. Using the control point posi-
tionspij and corresponding descriptor featuresfij where
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} \ k∗, MS and MT are build. For
the shape model the point sets in all imagespij with
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} are aligned with Procrustes analysi
before PCA is calculated from the coordinate vectors
imagesi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} \ k∗ in order to obtain a shape
model.

3. The best fit of the shape model to the current control poi
positionspk∗j in Ik∗ is computed.
3
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Figure 5: Data set examples for hand radiography data and fa
sequence [1].

4. The positionspk∗j are modified top′
k∗j out of the control

point candidate pool so that the cost of encodingp′
k∗j

with MS andMT is minimized.

5. The procedure is repeated until convergence

The use of local sub models Instead of minimizing solely
the description length of a model encompassing the ent
control point set we demand the model to be locally com
pact as well. With each iteration a sub set of local points
chosen and the minimization step is performed only on th
sub set instead of all points at the same time. In the case
shape models this includes a separate alignment for the
set. This effects additional flexibility of the model assumin
that it is harder to fulfill the linearity postulation of PCA for
landmarks that are farther apart.

The objective function applied locally results in more
correspondences so that all local sub sets of landmarks
part of compact sub models.

Multi scale refinement In order to speed up computation
the optimization can be performed in a multi scale fashio
in two ways. Optimization starts on down-sampled image
where the texture descriptors capture a larger texture pa
for a small number of interest points. After convergenc
resolution is increased and landmark positions are projec
onto the new image set accordingly. The search for optim
landmark positions can then be restricted to the vicinity
the previous estimates.

Independently from the image resolution the number
control points can be increased by applying an interpolati
(e.g. thin plate spline, TPS [6]) on the existing landmark po-
sitions. Thereby a dense deformation field can be genera
inside of the convex hull of the landmark set and addition
landmarks can be projected into the images estimating
corresponding positions in all images with help of this de
formation field.

3 Propagating prototype annotations

The result of the optimization is a set of points for which co
responding positions are known in all example images. T
correspondences can be used to propagate landmark p
tions from a prototype image to the other images. In the ca
4
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Figure 6: Bone data: (a) 1st and 2nd mode of shape variatio
before optimization and (b) after optimization.

of medical data an expert can annotate a single instance
the anatomical structure of interest. The landmark positio
are propagated onto the remaining images by interpolati
based on the established control point correspondences.
the interpolation we worked with piecewise affine and thi
plate spline interpolation. In the experiment section the e
fect of this choice is demonstrated.

4 Experiments

Setup For evaluation of the method we performed expe
iments on two datasets. 40 radiographs with a spatial re
lution of 0.34mm per pixel depicting the hand/wrist region
and a sequence of face images [1] were used for annotation
propagation and evaluation. For the face data out of3000
available frames40 were chosen randomly, and the succe
sion of frames was not utilized. In both data sets backgrou
i.e. image regions that we did not expect to be included in
sensible models were present. These regions were not
cluded explicitly during training. For initialization control
points with matches on more than5 images were used. Dur-
ing optimization local sub models did comprise20% of the
entire number of control points.

The point distribution models were assessed qualitative
during the optimization. The modes of variation of the re
sulting models are depicted for both data sets. In ord
to evaluate the accuracy of the landmark propagation f
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Figure 7: Face data: (a) 1st and 2nd mode of shape variation b
fore optimization and (b) after optimization.

Figure 8: AAM landmark tracking (black/green circles) used a
ground truth vs. propagated landmarks (white/red squares).

the hand data manual expert annotations of metacarpals
proximal phalanges were available. For the face data ann
tation generated by a trained AAM was provided. Thes
annotations were not used for registration but only fo
the evaluation of the resulting deformation fields again
(semi)manual annotations across the two image sets. O
example was chosen as reference frame and its ground tr
annotation was propagated to the remaining examples uti
ing the deformation field defined by the automatically esta
lished control point correspondences.

Observing the evolving point distribution model In or-
der to illustrate the effect of the cost function on the poin
distribution model during optimization the modes of th
shape model are depicted. In Fig.6(a) and Fig.7(a) the
modes of shape variation after point based initializatio
and in Fig.6(b) and Fig.7(b) the modes after optimization
are shown. The optimization reduces the number of mod
necessary to represent75% of the shape variation from17
modes after initialization to5 modes in the case of the hand
data, and from15 modes to9 modes for the face data.
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Comparison to existing annotations For the face data a
set of 68 landmarks annotated with a trained AAM were
available to be used as ground truth. After establishing co
respondences for a set of control points by the algorith
one image was chosen as reference and the landmarks w
propagated to the other images with TPS interpolation bas
on the control points as described above. The differences
tween the propagated annotations and the ground truth an
tations were used to evaluate the automatically determin
landmark position quality.

For 37 face images the mean/median position diffe
ence between ground truth and propagated annotation w
6.38/3.24 pixels. 3 images were excluded because of err
neous ground truth annotation due to occlusion. Fig.8 de-
picts a typical frame with ground truth (black/green circles
and propagated landmarks (white/red squares).

For the hand radiographs after control point correspo
dences were established, the landmarks were propaga
with piecewise affine and TPS interpolation. In additio
to pure landmark position, errors were evaluated w.r
to the bone contour. With piecewise affine interpolation
this resulted in a mean/median landmark position error
6.93/5.76 pixels (2.34/1.95 mm) and a contour difference of
of 2.41/1.63 pixels (0.82/0.55 mm) between ground-truth
and propagated contour annotations. For TPS interpolat
the landmark and contour errors are10.14/8.10 pixels
(3.43/2.74 mm) and 4.19/2.47 pixels (1.42/0.83 mm),
respectively. Imperfect control points lying closely caus
the rather poor performance of TPS interpolation. Piecewi
affine interpolation seems to be an approach better suited
deal with local defects of the deformation field.

The autonomous model building yields better correspo
dence with ground truth in regions where the image contra
is high. In regions where anatomical structures are hard
discern (because of poor contrast or highly repetitive te
tures) as for example in the wrist region, where overla
ping structures decrease the contrast significantly, the a
tonomous model building does perform poorer. The influ
ence of the weight parameterγ is effective in that higher
values enforce a more compact shape model and thereby
prove accuracy in regions with ambiguous texture, while b
degrees deteriorating performance in high contrast regio
as for example the vertical bone contours. Fig.9 shows an
example of manual ground truth annotation and an ann
tation propagated from a different reference image as d
scribed above.

5 Conclusion

We present a method for the propagation of a single pro
type annotation to a set of images depicting the same str
ture or instances of the same object. The algorithm is bas
on the MDL principle and establishes correspondences
a set of control points on all images. Thereby a deform
tion field can be defined. It is used for the propagation
landmarks by interpolation of this deformation field. Th
algorithm does not make explicit use of known properties
the structures (e.g. physical models), but an improvement
the result accuracy could be expected, if additional doma
5
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Figure 9: Manual ground truth (yellow) vs. automatic annotation
propagation on hand radiographs (red). Orange dots indicate
positions of220 control points in the image.

specific knowledge is utilized.
The work is aimed at reducing the user interaction ne

essary to build statistical appearance models like active a
pearance models. Future work will concentrate on improv
accuracy and application to image sets with higher variati
in the acquisition procedure.
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